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ABSTRACT

The support vector machine (SVM) has emerged as one of
the most popular approaches to classification and supervised
learning. It is a flexible approach for solving the problems
posed in these areas, but the approach is not easily adapted to
noisy data in which absolute discrimination is not possible. We
address this issue in this paper by returning to the statistical
setting. The main contribution is the introduction of astatis-
tical support vector machine (SSVM) that captures all of the
desirable features of the SVM, along with desirable statistical
features of the classical likelihood ratio test. In particular, we
establish the following:

(i) The SSVM can be designed so that it forms a continuous
function of the data, yet also approximates the potentially
discontinuous log likelihood ratio test.

(ii) Extension to universal detection is developed, in which
only one hypothesis is labeled (a semi-supervised learning
problem).

(iii) The SSVM generalizes the robust hypothesis testing
problem based on a moment class.

Motivation for the approach and analysis are each based
on ideas from information theory. A detailed performance
analysis is provided in the special case of i.i.d. observations.
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Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendationsex-
pressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the NSF, UTRC, Motorola, or DARPA.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Consider the binary hypothesis testing problem in which a
single observationZ is drawn from some observation space
Z. The two hypotheses are labeledH0 and H1. Here and
in virtually all of the literature we restrict to tests that are
determined by a decision regionZ1 ⊂ Z such thatH1 is
declared to be true if and only ifZ ∈ Z1. Equivalently, the test
is expressed as the binary valueφ(Z), whereφ is the indicator
function onZ1.

In the Bayesian setting it is assumed thatZ has distribution
π1 underH1, and π0 otherwise. The log-likelihood ratio is
defined by the logarithm of the Radon-Nykodim derivative,

L = log(dπ1/dπ0). Given a thresholdc ∈ R, the log-
likelihood ratio test (LRT) declaresH1 to be true if and only
if L(Z) ≥ c. That is,Z1 = {z ∈ Z : L(z) ≥ c}, and hence
φ(z) = I{L(z) ≥ c}.

An alternative approach that is becoming increasingly popu-
lar instead insists on perfect discrimination: Suppose that there
exists a setZ1 suchZ ∈ Z1 underH1, andZ ∈ Z

c
1 otherwise.

To construct an effective test it is assumed that a family of
functionsF is given, and a test is sought among the class of
indicatorsφ(z) = I{f(z) ≥ c}, wherec is a scalar threshold.
In [1] the following optimization problem is posed to construct
a test which is optimal over this class:

∆∗ = max
f∈F

inf
z1,z0

(f(z1) − f(z0))

where the infimum is over all training data{z1} observed
underH1, and {z0} observed underH0. If ∆∗ > 0, then a
maximizerf∗ will yield a test that discriminates perfectly. It
is hoped that the discrimination is robust in the sense that
∆∗ ≫ 0. In this case we can conclude that for somec ∈ R,

f∗(Z) ≫ c underH1, and f∗(Z) ≪ c underH0. (1)

This process is known as the support vector machine, or SVM.
Tests of this form may be found in the earlier independent
work of Vapnik and Chervonenkis [2] and Cover [3].

If perfect discrimination is not possible, then the optimiza-
tion problem to choosef∗ is modified (e.g., via a penalty-
function — see [4], [1], [5], [6]).

The motivation for the criterion (1) can be found in the
LRT. Suppose that the modeling assumptions of the SVM hold,
so that perfect discrimination is possible. Take any pair of
probability distributionsπ1 andπ0 that are mutually singular,
and crudely model the data by assuming thatZ ∼ πi under
Hi. Then, the criterion (1) is satisfied optimally using the log
likelihood ratio:

L(Z) = +∞ underH1, and L(Z) = −∞ underH0. (2)

In this way the SVM framework can be embedded in a
statistical framework.

However, this embedding obscures the true value of the
SVM framework. In typical settings where SVMs are applied,
the data is of very high dimension, and the construction of a



prior based on training data may be infeasible. Consider for
example the problem of distinguishing handwritten numbers
— By restricting to two numbers, say7 and8, this is a binary
hypothesis testing problem. It is not unreasonable to arguethat
perfect discrimination is possible: Contained in any instance
of the number8 is a ‘cross’ near the center, which is very
unlikely to appear in the written7. It is not obvious how to
construct a useful prior distribution on each digit. On the other
hand, the SVM framework is appealing conceptually and a
numerically convenient alternative that yields an effective test
for this particular application and many others.

Moreover, the flexibility in choice of the function classF
has tremendous value. Through choice ofF , prior information
can be encoded. For example, if the number8 is rotated
slightly then it remains an8. If the functionf∗ is continuous,
then it will be robust to this and similar deformations.

One goal of this paper is to create a more cohesive bridge
between SVM and statistical classification. Within the re-
stricted setting of binary classification, we obtain a test that
defines a separating hyperplane in the space of probability
measures, as in the classical Bayesian setting. However, the
function f that defines the hyperplane can be taken to be
continuous even when the log-likelihood ratio is discontinuous,
or extended valued. In the general statistical support vector
machine (SSVM) framework we have a familyF of functions
from Z to R, and we search for a functionf∗ ∈ F that
separates ‘optimally’π0 andπ1. The formulation of optimality
will depend upon the context, and is based on standard
formulations from statistical hypothesis testing. Throughout
much of the paper we restrict to a linear function class:
We assume that real-valued functions{ψ1, . . . , ψd} are given,
definefr =

∑

riψi for r ∈ R
d, andF = {fr : r ∈ R

d}.
We useψ to denote the column vector(ψ1, . . . , ψd)

T, so that
fr = rTψ.

The SSVM detector is developed in a sequential hypothesis
testing framework, in which the observations are obtained
as an infinite sequenceZ = (Z1, Z2, . . . ) evolving in Z.
A sequence of tests is defined by a sequence of functions
φn : Z

n → {0, 1}, assumed to be of the form, for some
function f : Z → R, and some scalarc,

φn(Z1, . . . , Zn) = I

{ 1

n

n
∑

t=1

f(Zt) ≥ c
}

. (3)

The problem is to choose the functionf to obtain the most
effective test. The SSVM shares many desirable features of
the usual SVM. In particular, the test can be constructed so
that it forms a continuous function of the data, which ensures
that it is robust to small perturbations of the data. In addition,
robustness to noise is built into the construction of an optimal
test.

In the sequential hypothesis testing problem with i.i.d.
observations we obtain finer results:

(i) Optimization of the detector (3) over a linear function
class was considered previously in [7]. The optimal test is
obtained by solving a finite-dimensional convex program.

(ii) Performance of the detector is addressed using a bound
on divergence (i.e. relative entropy) called themismatched
divergence. The mismatched divergence shares many prop-
erties with ordinary divergence.

(iii) A universal detector is introduced, based on the mis-
matched divergence, that can be designed to form a con-
tinuous function of the observations. It achieves the same
asymptotic performance as the detector in (i) whenF is a
linear class, without knowlege ofπ1.
Expressions for the asymptotic mean and variance are ob-
tained that mirror those known for the standard Bayesian
setting [8], [9].

(iv) When F is taken to be the logarithmic class,F =
{log(

∑

riψi) : r ∈ R
d} with ψ1 ≡ 1, then the universal de-

tector in (iii) coincides with one of the min-max algorithms
introduced in [10], [11]. The bound in (ii) coincides with
the “worst-case divergence subject to moment constraints”
obtained in this prior work.

While the original SVM framework is not based on statis-
tics, there is a considerable body of work on the statistical
analysis of the SVM and its refinements. The survey [12] pro-
vides a full statistical analysis of SVM techniques, and surveys
several refinements. See also the more recent monograph [6].
Much of this prior work is restricted to an i.i.d. setting as in
this paper.

The mismatched divergence developed in this paper was
first introduced in [7]. Other generalizations of divergence
that include mismatched divergence are introduced in [13].
Csiszár’sf -divergence is also similar in spirit to the mis-
matched divergence developed here [14].

The SSVM introduced in this paper is as flexible as the
SVM approach, or any of its refinements. Its value lies
in its natural performance analysis via information theoretic
methods, which leads to the exact asymptotic bias and variance
results obtained in Sec. III.

II. SEQUENTIAL HYPOTHESIS TESTING

A. Notation and essentials

We let Z denote a subset of Euclidean space, and letP(Z)
denote the space of (Borel) probability distributions onZ. For
a measurable functionf : Z → R and π ∈ P(Z) we denote
the mean

∫

f(z)π(dz) by π(f), or by 〈π, f〉 when we wish
to emphasize the convex-analytic setting. For two probability
distributionsµ0, µ1 ∈ P(Z) the divergence is expressed,

D(µ1‖µ0) = 〈µ1, log(dµ1/dµ0)〉 (4)

The divergence set is defined byQα(π) = {µ ∈ P(Z) :
D(µ‖π) < α}, for π ∈ P(Z) andα > 0.

Suppose thatZ is a sequence taking values inZ. Throughout
the paper it is assumed thatZ is i.i.d., and we consider an
asymptotic setting for performance evaluation. This provides
a convenient setting for analysis. However, the decision algo-
rithms and computational algorithms obtained in this paperare
effective under much more general conditions.



The empirical distributions{Γn : n ≥ 1} are elements of
P(Z) defined by

Γn(A) =
1

n

n
∑

k=1

I{Zk ∈ A}, A ∈ B(Z)

where we adopt the convention thatµ(A) represents the mea-
sure of setA underµ. In the binary hypothesis testing problem
it is assumed thatΓn approximatesπ0 or π1, depending
on which of the two hypotheses is true. In the classical
setting in which these observations are i.i.d., the LLR test
is optimal for anyn, with respect to Bayesian or Neyman-
Pearson criteria [15]. This can be expressed in terms of the
empirical distributions as follows, with{cn} a sequence of
thresholds:

φLRT(Zn
1 ) = I{〈Γn, L〉 > cn} (5)

When Z is finite there is also the universal test in whichπ1

need not be specified. At timen, based on then observations,
this is expressed using a thresholdδn,

φUNI(Zn
1 ) = I{Γn 6∈ Qδn

(π0)} (6)

See [16], [17], [11].
The asymptotic performance criteria are the two error rates,

defined for a test sequenceφ := {φ1, φ2, . . . } via,

J0
φ := lim inf

n→∞
−

1

n
log(π0{φn(Z1, . . . , Zn) = 1}), (7)

J1
φ := lim inf

n→∞
−

1

n
log(π1{φn(Z1, . . . , Zn) = 0}) . (8)

The asymptotic Neyman-Pearson (N-P) criterion of Hoeffd-
ing [18] is described as follows: For a given constant bound
η ≥ 0 on the false-alarm exponent, an optimal test is the
solution to,

β∗(η) = sup{J1
φ : subject to J0

φ ≥ η} , (9)

where the supremum is over all test sequencesφ (see also
Csiszár et. al. [19], [20].)

Qη(π0)

H

Fig. 1. Geometric solution to the
Neyman Pearson problem.

The universal test (6) with
δn ≡ η is optimal for the
finite alphabet model. It was
shown in [18] that the sim-
pler LRT (5) is also optimal
for some thresholdc inde-
pendent ofn, chosen so that
the hyperplaneH = {µ :
〈µ,L〉 = c} separates the
two divergence setsQη(π0)
andQβ∗(η)(π

1), as shown in
Fig. 1.

The SSVM is defined as a relaxation of the Neyman Pearson
formulation of hypothesis testing. Given a function class,
denotedF , the optimization problem (9) is solved over all
tests in the classΦ, whereΦ is the collection of tests of the
form φ(Zn

1 ) = I{〈Γn, f〉 > c}, with c ∈ R, and withf ∈ F .
The value of this optimization problem is denoted,

βMM∗(η) := sup{J1
φ : subject to J0

φ ≥ η, φ ∈ Φ} . (10)

Several characterizations ofβMM∗ are contained in Prop. 2.2.
To analyze the resulting test, and to obtain a smoothed

universal test, we introduce next a relaxation of divergence.

B. Mismatched divergence

Relative entropy can be expressed as the convex dual of the
log moment generating function as follows,

D(µ‖π) = sup
(

µ(f) − Λπ(f)
)

where Λπ(f) = log
(

π(ef )
)

, and the supremum is over all
measurable functionsf : Z → R satisfying Λπ(f) < ∞.
Based on a given function classF , made up of a collection
of functions f satisfying this requirement, we restrict the
supremum to this class to obtain themismatched divergence,

DMM(µ‖π) = sup
f∈F

(

µ(f) − Λπ(f)
)

(11)

It is called the mismatched divergence since the framework
is parallel to the mismatched decoder of [21]. We denote
QMM

α (π) = {µ ∈ P(Z) : DMM(µ‖π) < α}.
In one application considered in further detail below, we

obtain a universal test as the relaxation of (6):

φUNI MM (Zn
1 ) = I{Γn 6∈ QMM

δn
(π0)} (12)

Prop. 3.1 establishes that this test achievesJ1
φ ≥ βMM∗(η), and

satisfies the constraintJ0
φ ≥ η, when δn ≡ η. However, the

bias result in Prop. 3.2 suggests that a time-varying sequence
will have better performance for a finite time horizon.

In the remainder of this section we consider two general
function classes. We first show that, for a particular choice
of F , this relaxation of divergence captures the solution to a
robust hypothesis testing problem.

1) Robust hypothesis testing: We say thatF is a loga-
rithmic class if it is expressedF = {fr = log(

∑

riψi) :
r ∈ R

d and fr : Z → R}. The following result follows from
Theorem 2 of [10].

Proposition 2.1: Suppose thatZ is compact, the functions
{ψi} are continuous, thatψ1 ≡ 1, and suppose thatF
is a logarithmic class based on these functions. Then the
mismatched divergence can be expressed,

DMM(µ‖π0) = inf
π∈P

D(µ‖π)

where P denotes the “moment class”P = {π : π(ψ) =
π0(ψ)}. Consequently, the decision region for the universal
test (12), withδn = η for eachn, corresponds to the robust
decision region introduced in [10]:

QMM
η (π0) = Qη(P) := {µ : inf

π∈P

D(µ‖π) < η}.

2) Linear class: Here and throughout the remainder of the
paper we restrict to the special case in whichF is a finite
dimensional linear class. In this case the “mismatched error
exponent”βMM∗(η) can be expressed as the solution to a finite
dimensional convex program.

We assume that{ψi : 1 ≤ i ≤ d} are measurable functions,
and denote

F = {fr =
∑

riψi : r ∈ R
d} (13)



The following non-degeneracy conditions are imposed:
(A1) For any non-zerov ∈ R

d,

Σ0v = 0 =⇒ Σ1v 6= 0 (14)

where the covariance matrices are defined by

Σi = πi(ψψT) − πi(ψ)πi(ψT), i = 0, 1.

(A2) Function classF satisfies

DMM(π1‖π0) <∞ andDMM(π0‖π1) <∞

Note that (A1) implies thatF does not include any non-
zero constant functions. Condition (A2) implies that perfect
discrimination is impossible. That is, iff ∈ F satisfies, for
somec ∈ R,

f ≥ c a.e. [π1] and f ≤ c a.e. [π0]

Thenc = 0 andf ≡ 0.
Proposition 2.2: Suppose that (A1) and (A2) hold. Then

βMM∗(η) < ∞ for each η ∈ (0, DMM(π1‖π0)), and the
following representations hold:
(i) βMM∗(η) = inf{DMM(µ‖π1) : DMM(µ‖π0) ≤ η}.

(ii) For some̺ > 0:

βMM∗(η) = max
f∈F

(

−Λπ1(−̺f) − ̺(Λπ0(f) − η)
)

(15)

(iii) An optimizer f∗ ∈ F to (15) defines an optimal test
φ∗ ∈ Φ, of the formφ∗(Zn

1 ) = I{〈Γn, f∗〉 > c∗} for some
thresholdc∗ ∈ R. It is optimal in the sense that it achieves
the valueβMM∗(η), defined in (10).

III. U NIVERSAL HYPOTHESIS TESTING

In this section, we consider the universal test based on the
linear function class.

A. Mismatched universal detector

The universal test statistic is denoted

U(Γn) = DMM(Γn‖π0). (16)

A universal test that is optimal, in the sense that it achieves
the error rateβMM∗(η), can be expressed in terms of this test
statistic. It is expressedφUNI MM (Zn

1 ) = I{Γn 6∈ QMM
η (π0)},

or equivalentlyφUNI MM (Zn
1 ) = I{U(Γn) ≥ η}. To establish

optimality we take a closer look at Prop. 2.2.

Qη(π0) Q
MM

η
(π0)

H

Fig. 2. Solution to the mismatched
Neyman Pearson problem.

The proof of Prop. 2.2 is
based on the geometry in
P(Z) illustrated in Fig. 2.
The hyperplaneH = {µ :
〈µ, f∗〉 = c} separates the
setsQMM

η (π0), QMM
βMM∗(η)(π

1).
Based on this interpretation
we can can conclude that the
optimal error exponent has
the characterization,

βMM∗(η) = inf{β : QMM
η (π0) ∩ QMM

β (π1) 6= ∅}

From this we can establish optimality of the universal detector.

Proposition 3.1: Forη ∈ (0, DMM(π1‖π0)), with βMM∗(η) <
∞, the universal detectorφUNI MM is optimal in the sense that
it achieves the error rateβMM∗(η).

We consider next the asymptotic bias and variance of the
universal test statistic with i.i.d. observations.

B. Asymptotic bias and variance

By construction, the asymptotic mean of the universal test
statistic is zero underH0:

lim
n→∞

U(Γn) = lim
n→∞

E[U(Γn)] = 0.

where the first limit holds with probability one. The variability
of U(Γn) is most naturally addressed through its asymptotic
variance and bias whenZ has marginal distributionπ0. We
have computed these values in the special case in which the
alphabet is finite.

Proposition 3.2: SupposeZ is drawn i.i.d. from a finite set
Z with marginalπ0 and assumeΣ0 > 0. Then the universal
statistic has bias of ordern−1 and variance of ordern−2, and
the normalized asymptotic values have simple, explicit forms:

lim
n→∞

nE[U(Γn)] = 1
2d (17)

lim
n→∞

n2
E[

(

U(Γn) − E[U(Γn)]
)2

] = 1
2d (18)

The expression for the asymptotic bias (17) can be deduced
from the corresponding result in [8, p. 8, Section III.C] in
the context of universal Bayesian hypothesis testing. Although
the connection is not straightforward, a special case of (17)
is easily derived from [8]: Suppose thatd = |Z| − 1, so
that {1, ψ1, . . . , ψd} is a maximal linearly independent set of
functions. In this caseDMM = D, which gives

lim
n→∞

nE[D(Γn‖π
0)] = 1

2 (|Z| − 1).

Moreover, the variance expression given in eq. (18) implies
the following expression for the asymptotic variance of the
universal test:

lim
n→∞

n2
E[

(

D(Γn‖π
0) − E[D(Γn‖π

0)]
)2

] = 1
2 (|Z| − 1).

Consequently, the universal test based on ordinary divergence
will be unreliable when the time horizonn is less than the
square root of the alphabet size|Z|. The proposed universal
SSVM provides a tractable solution to this problem where the
user can control bias and variance by choosing the dimension-
ality of the function class.

The proof of Prop. 3.2 is based on the following application
of Taylor’s theorem and the strong law of large numbers.

Lemma 3.3: Let {Xi : i = 1, 2, . . .} be a zero-mean i.i.d.
sequence taking values in a compact convex setX ⊂ R

N ,
containing the originθ as a relative interior point.

Suppose that the functiong : R
N 7→ R satisfiesg(θ) =

0, supx∈X |g(x)| ≤ g ∈ R, and ∇g(θ)TXi ≡ 0 for all i.
Further suppose that there is a compact setK containingθ
as a relative interior point such that the gradient∇g(x) and
the Hessian∇2g(x) are continuous overK. The setK also
satisfies− 1

n
log P{Sn /∈ K} > 0, whereSn = 1

n

∑n
i=1Xi,

n ≥ 1. DenoteM = ∇2g(θ), andΠ = E[X1(X1)
T]. Then,



(i) limn→∞ nE[g(Sn)] = 1
2 trace(MΠ)

(ii) limn→∞ n2
E[(g(Sn) − E[g(Sn)])2] = 1

2 trace(MΠMΠ)

Prop. 3.2 is established by applying Lemma 3.3 to the
function g(x) ≡ U(x + π0) with X = P(Z) − π0, Xi =
(Iz1

(Zi), Iz2
(Zi), . . . IzN

(Zi))
T − π0, Sn = Γn − π0, K =

{x ∈ P(Z)−π0 : |xi| ≤ δ, for all i such thatπ0
i > 0} where

Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zN} and0 < δ < min{π0
i : π0

i > 0}.
The bulk of the work in the remainder of the proof of

Prop. 3.2 is the computation of derivatives ofg.

C. Generalized Pinsker’s Inequality

We conclude with a bound on the mismatched divergence
that generalizes Pinsker’s inequality.

The total variation norm distance betweenµ, π ∈ P(Z) is
defined by the supremum,

‖µ− π‖TV := sup
A

|µ(A) − π(A)|

Pinsker’s inequality [22] provides a lower bound on the
divergence in terms of this norm: For any two probability
measures

D(µ‖π) ≥ 2(‖µ− π‖TV)
2 (19)

The mismatched divergence has an equally simple lower
bound. For any functionf : Z → R, the span norm is defined
by ‖f‖∞,SP = (sup f(z)) − (inf f(z)).

Proposition 3.4 (Generalized Pinsker’s Inequality): For
any two probability measures,

DMM(µ‖π) ≥ 2 sup

(

µ(fr) − π(fr)

‖fr‖∞,SP

)2

(20)

where the supremum is over all non-zeror ∈ R
d.

Prop. 3.4 generalizes the classical inequality of Pinsker.For
anyA ∈ B(Z), taked = 1, r = 1, and letψ1(z) = IA(z). In
this case‖fr‖∞,SP = 1, and Prop. 3.4 gives,

D(µ‖π) ≥ DMM(µ‖π) ≥ 2|µ(A) − π(A)|2.

This implies Pinsker’s inequality sinceA ∈ B(Z) was arbi-
trary.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusion of this paper is that effective tests can
be constructed that capture desirable features of both SVM
and Bayesian approaches. Although performance analysis is
restricted to an i.i.d. setting, the resulting tests are applicable
in any setting in which the standard SVM approach can be
applied.

There are many directions for future research:
(i) Based on Prop. 2.2 we can capture the ‘machine’ aspect of

the SVM: A version of the stochastic gradient or stochastic
Newton-Raphson method is introduced in [7] to compute
the optimal test that achievesβMM∗(η). Analysis in a non
i.i.d. setting is lacking.

(ii) Extensions of these results can be formulated for the
more general setting in which the parameterization is linear,
but infinite dimensional. Suppose thatK : Z × Z → R is
bounded and continuous, and for anyγ ∈ P(Z) denote

fγ(z) =
∫

K(z0, z)γ(dz0). Computation off∗ remains
feasible using a variant of the steepest ascent algorithm
introduced in [11].

(iii) Applications to channel coding, and to change detection
are topics of current research.
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